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PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING, AUGUST 171 1907:•

VOL. XXII. NO. 11

ORDINANCE VALID;
FINE IS $100

WEATHER FORECAST,

Special Judge Puryear De
(ides Hugh Boyle Case.

1

More Apparent Than Real.
BOY LE

11 ILL

APPEAL

10 CENTS PER WEEK

MEN WILL ARBITRATE
BUSINESS BRISK
PLAYING NICE POLITICS
IF HONESTLY SUGGESTED
AND PICKING UP
IN CITY OF LOUISVILLE
City Machine Will Resume
• Charge When State Administration Has Reaped Benefits From Reform, Which is

Probable. That Some.OM) Else VIII
Scieve in a Similar Case Next
altaulay.

unit

AGA I N.

BINGHAM IS THE NOMINEE

Strikes Match and Is Shot.
Bank Clearings Show an InNiles, Mich., Aug. 17.—Clarence
Sehoapley. night watchman in a lur •
crease Over Last Year.
her yard, was shot early today. While
going his rounds he saw a man and
woman, getting on a pile of lumber.
He struck a match to see who they Wholesalers, alaitufactumrs and Dry
tioods Merchants Report E.
were. The man shot him four times
'
mitten Sales,
The couple fled. Bloodhounds were
put on the trail, and they led to the
home of a citizen, who denied that he
knew of th.e shooting and asserts
REAL ESTATE'S DULL SEASON
that he can prove an alibi. He was
placed in jail.

Benton, 'Ky., Aug. 17, (Special.)—The little village of Scale
uear here was thrown into e%iritement
yesterday
by the
elopement of Carrie Ford. the
13-yeareild daughter of George
W. Ford, a prostwroue farmer,
oak
Lawrence Council, •Za
years old, of tbe
neighborhood. They went to Paris,
Tenn., unit were married.

President Small Declines to
Consider Any Bogus
Schemes,
STRIKE ORDER IS NOT MET

Spurns Wire of Mother's End,
Des Moines, Ia., Aug. 17.—WIlliani
Reynolds, a railway telegrapher at Situation of Telegraph OperMapleton, near Sioux City, on the
ators' Struggle at End of
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
railway, Akfused yesterday' to take a
First Week Outlined.
telegram from a non-anion operate
at Cedar Rapids. Later he was calle,i
by long distance telephone and told
that his mother was dead at Ceda:
„
AGAINST W. U.
Rapids, it being the message he hd ,C Ia ARGE
refused to receive hy telegraph.

Illinois Apple Crop Falls.
Clearings this week
$723.559
After two days' oonMderatiori , of
.Mount Vernon, 111., Aug. 17.—The Same week last year
715,745
the case of the city against Huge
crop
In
Jefferson
apple
county
Is prac
Fair tonight iind Sunday. Highest
Louisville, Aug. 17 'Special.)
Boyle, charged with belling liquor
:fleetly a failure, according to G. A. hermits,.
$ 4 $1.1
'nzpertiture yep.terday. irti; lowest to. Indicatictis
now point strongly
to
without a license, at Fourth street I,
r.u ,
ng osouthern
pp e
The clearings this week show a
May
.5
the
nomination
at
the
Democratic
,
.
Judge
and Kentucky: avenue, Special
'Illinois. There will be a few apples, slight increase over the same week
• i city primary of Mayor +Robert Bing- t
Pitryear handed down *written decisbut not -gotiffiCient to supply the local last year, and general
reports of busiham to ilnieh out the term, and of
Ion this morning, upholding the vamarket. The fruit is small and gen- ness are geed in all lines. Reports
IN 11HIRI,P1sol,,
Robert
Lincoln.
for
county
judge.'
and
tinordinanee,
lidity of the city
, erally defective.
Niagara Falls, Aug. 17—Four
of the wholesale houses are that their
The reason is that the city machine'
iest the defendant $100. Immediate
heavily loaded freigte cars Isere
trade is busing as liberally as las.
does
not
care
to
make
the
fight
for
steps wit be taken by the defendant's
hurled fe1111 a lofty airch used
season, and in some lines it ithe short term.
I Chicago, Aug. 17.--President
attorney* to appeal from the deciaton.
IMMIGRATION
WORK
by the Grand 'nun', rail ...ski toheavier. The dry goods houses re- MAYOR PARSONS HOST
small today issued the oider for the
The situation Indicatea a deal beIn the meantime Mayor 'fearer anday, plunging mole than 200
port
increases
over
a
year
ago.
PARTY ..loc.ed shop to apply to every broker's
tweett the state and city machines,
IS PROCEEDING APACE concerns as the Lack Singletree Such
Of
nounces that he will continue hts potSTEAMBOAT
feet into the whirlpool rapids.
coms hereby Governor Beckham's at'
,efice in the country. The anion oper
by of having warrants sworn out for
The engine Mad tender remained
pany, the Columbia Manufacturing
'atom are not to be allowed to work
pointees are to be allowed to remain
Boyle every day for selling Without a
on Ow'track. No one was hurt.
company and other factories are sold
In any office or on any wire with opIn the saddle throughout the short
license.
out for the season.
term,
which
will
permit
of
superliche
Another ease will be tried in the
Plans for Big Convention to The two medicine manufacturing Cairo Executive and Friends rators not members of the union or
NICE TRIP.
harmony during the November elss
morklug under' union -contract.
police court Monday morning, unless
New "fork, Aug. I7.—A tour
companies report good increases over
tin,
in
the
hope
of
the
state,
• ,”
not
Be
Held
in
This
does
City
Spent
Last
granted.
It
Night
in
continuanee is
of the world will tw Ow honeylast. year, and wholsesate groceries
carrying Louisville on the strengtl,
Chicago, III., Aug. 17. --President
differ In material facts from the cage
moon trip of Charles Finery
are doing a big business. Retailers
of Vie reforms.
Small. of the Commercial TelegraphThis City.
Sept. 26 and 27.
just decided. Chief of Police Collins.
Smith and his bride to he, Miss
are on the fag end of the season, but
After the state
machine's pur'
ers,
said to the United Press today
Nettie Nichol
MM.` VII gage.
swearing out the warrant on the tesare doing a splendid business in furpose* are subserved by this bit of poany Just proposition o! arbitration
timony of his own eyes. it is undermem
was annoutiked
tostny
teshing lines. Real estate is expertlitical play, the Louisville city mawill be accepted by the striking telestood that *nether special judge will
!Smith is editor of the Philadelencine, Its usual summer dullness.
Mayor George Parson, of Cairo graphers.
Immigration work 1, lea,eeding
I 'tine is to be allowed to resume its
The proposal, however,
phia Pre', nod was minister to
be appointed for Monday, as it Is
was hoet of a jolly party from Cairo, must come from fair and honest men
old tikae sway uttutoleeted, and fortnerapace and the Western Kentucky astoostsitwoereissubtteil whetber Litidge.fairest *ILI
1.444worborg and
RAIN BIG TELIesitit)Pk. ON MAILS. malting the-rtaltriff
Trip On the Dtek Small says the operatere never wilt
Mayor Charles F. Grainger, who dic--:e0ciation is miljug active prepareserve sisal* Judge Pitnietir Til coninentiral. In the McKinley and
in
They
'ostler last night
Barth clowithatiOn, aTid tionre-tatsaa- rog-the--artammtios-to-b*
-wil-ileg-so-amseet-Peeeideett-C-Itsw-ft..Ii"7u-ibhii'ts.
fident his opinion on the meal quescaimans Send Evening
the boat last night and returned this re's bunco idea of arbitration.
!pat,, hia_edmintstration, preneely,in this city September ,20 and 27,
tion involved in th. Case will, atantP
Ohnerestiory at GenegagLake.
morning. They stopped at the Pal.wIll be nominated to succeed Bing-'durIng the horse show.' A large ate
•
the test of the higher courts.
COAST DEFENSE.
mer House. and last ?fight enjoyed,
tendance
is
expected,
as
good
roads
liam
next
year.
Will Not Strike.
_ Washington, I). L. Aug. 1.7•L-Williams Bea._ Wis.. Lug,
It is not bad politics, at-all—intti-arrice- COTOTired' lad speersiTTeefille reception was held last night at the some autorribbilli ildeir,-Took In - the
Springfield, ill.. Aog. 17.- -Local
ciliate
liropoeition
to
transfer
The
NEW PLA
4(0 ‘I SE
summer shoes and had a luncheon brokers' operators will not strike.
will work. The citizens of Louisville'ers will be sent by Commissioner of
artillery of the United States to
Yerkes observatory of the University
HOT FIGHT IN ILLINOIS.
are' horriflcd and disgusted at the AgricultureaVreeland, and cheap fares of Chicago to members of the board at the Plainer House afterwards. In The brokerage firms. six in number,
the g
01 of the navy departthe party were: Mrs. C. T. Calhoun, al signed the union scale today.
locse methods and graft that have;will be granted -on, both railroads.
ment, is being Pe giota. y considof trustees and others interested in
Chicago, III.. Aug. r7.--Several
Mrs. C. S. Bourque: Miss Clara BainMembership tees range from $3 to
obtained during the domination of
time
argued
that
in
of
ered.
It
le
university
staying
about.
Lake
the
candidates are already limbering up
the old machine, as they were at ther$100 a year, and ('. B. Johnson, Geneva. Fifty were present. The bridge, Misses Estelle and Bertha Bur
Sending By Mail.
Naito
(
artillery
Plaild have to
war
for a spirited race for the general asNew York, Aug. 17.--Dan E. Rusdebauchery of the ballot. Mayor county road supervisor, and Mr. W. great forty-inch telescope was troin• nett, Miss Fannie Hartwell, of Mari(loot/crate eith the defense of
sembly in the Eighth senatorial disBingham, who is an honest man, has.L. Bower, are on., the committee, so- ed on the planet Mars for the bene- on. Ill., Miss Jennie Bauld. of Chico- sell, chairman of the board of stratport' sud should lw under the
trict, the home Of Speaker Shurtleff.
go, Miss* Kate, Jessie and Goldin egy of the local telegraphers' union,
been cleaning out the city hail. ex- liciting membership
control of the navy departnreist.
fit of the guests, but as it is rather
L. B. Menteh, of Carry. MeHenry
Davis. Maude, Grace, Edith and Idaho charged this afternoon that the West
aminine the books and expotting cor-'
low in the sky and the atmosphete
county, has announced himself this
Sutherland, Robert Fulton, of Mari- ern Union Telegraph company is unSoralswei His Thumb,
ruption. It looks as though the400 FEET.
was a trifle unsteady no definite mark
week ate An aspirant for 'the seat an
able to transact its business,, and is
state administration is courageously' Lone Oak, Mtg. 17, (Special.) -- Inge could be seen. The smaller In- on, and Aud Davie, of Cairo.
ettsurg, Aug. 17—Fit e men
the senate now held by Albert M. Tifautomobile
yestermessages, recei5ted as telesending
were killed alai three injured it.proceeding in the face of the Louis- Frightened by ais
struments were used for observing(
tally, A wartu fight is expected, that
SEAL FUND UNTIL 20(5) A. D.
, vitro' machine.
;day afternoon the team of J. Jones,
grams, by mail, long distance teleday by the overturning of lb!
other stars. In the different officewill be based largely on a question
elevator Si time tipple of the Sonpi.one and express. On 'hip groind
But, not so. The Loeleville mites farmer, ejtimabscal 'started to run and laboratories comprehenske exhi,df geography. The Kaighth. senatorial
man I oad eonspany, uear Johns.
chine is getting rid of some dead iswayr, but Jones was sueeessful in bits of the work done at the obeerva- Pennsylvitnia Treasurer MIN EllVeloffe he is asking Attorney General Jackdistrict is composed of Boone. McWhich Contains Future Aid.
town, The men killed fell over
son to take action to annul the comwood In the process, but the leaders!holding them with the reins. After tory were arranged for
inspecting.
Henry Ind latke counties, and the
4o0 feet to the bottom of the
pany's charter.
arc acquiescing in the
procedure, the team wale quieted Jones discov'question has hero to split up the nom
Harrisburg, Pa.. Aug. 17.—Among
shaft. The accident is stkid to be
tindersfandleg that when the state'ered that the thumb of his right
- illation by giving - Boone Oils reprethe papers which were laid before the
due to a defeet in the machinery.
machine has accomplished its pur-e hand had been dislocated. Dr. R. c WRITING SPIDER OVER
Refaxed Messages.
sentative and allow the two ohostate board of revenue commissioners
cose, which ends with the fall. else- Gore was called in to reduce the
New York, Aug. 17 -An instance
counties to take turns in holding the
today_ was a sealed envelope which of the possibility of serious trouble
*1.200 SHORT.
fracture.
rion, they are to resume the reins,
PALMER
HOUSE
DOOR
senatorship. Senator Tiffany comes
had been in possession of the state with the railroad operators is the disNew lawk, Aug. 17.--Charg_
from Lake county. Politicians of
treastirer since Ise]. This envelope appearance of the familia,
ed with a 1$1,200 ehortage. Cash. blue signs
the distriet assert that his successor
It marked "contract of C. F. McKay of the Western Union from practicalier G111 Stapleton, et tLe I.. I.
will be elected by McHenry county in
National hank,. is under arrest,
Over the women's entrance to the with the Girard Title and Trust con.- ly every station between Springfield
,
conformity with the old rule. Mr
111111MMIlerments
to
aCe0111111114(
Palmer House on Broadway, a writ- pan) ''
and Albany on the Boston & Albany
'Tiffany, however, is not desirous of
it by bank autliotit Ws,
It bears the injunction that it is division of the New York Central.
ne spider has taken his station. He
his
leaving the npper house, and
completed his message but is not to be opened until July 4, 2000 The railroad operators refused to
friends assert he will light to retain
working on it and the nearest it can when the proceeds are to be applied handle commercial messages, but will
his seat.
New Vork, .'tug.
be read are the letters "M. W." It te the state debt, and indorsed across not strike, they say; unless the Issue
log tiw publication or etatements
Paducah's.need of flags on school summit, the hoys replaced -everything will not be disturbed by the porter the face in the handwriting of et- is forced upon them. The railroad
tile stock market ralliedakharply
NEW KIND Of' BUSINESS
buildings has been solved, at least at and left. The flag measut;es 3 1-2 by and allowed to complete its -work. Gov. Hoyt is an order that the re- has ignored the disappearance of tho
from the low tiguree and closest
IS STARTED IN PADUCAH
theab High schodl, and without one I yard, and attracted much attention. Since it is in such a public place the quest shall be honored.
signs.
Mr. Martin Yopp, who recently diestrong with a rally in progress.
attention of tnany pedestrians has .It is said that the enyelop.,
cent's cost to the school board. This
All over Long Island telegraphic
attractca
posed of his ,grocery, 124 South Secss
the
been
--arith
novelty.
crimson
pennant
,
morning a
tales an order to turn over to the'communication is practically cut off.
DOLLAR
SILVER
FOUND
T.
Riley,
has
openen
end street, to M.
"09" on it, was flattering to the
state $20,11114) worth of steel bonds The railroad operators either refuse
a wholesale teed store and poultry
breeze from the top of the flag pole
held by- that company. Toe commi‘- to-accept the commercial messages or
THEN NINETEEN MORE DISTRICT CONFERENCS
aupply house. This is a new kin.] of
of the High school. No one know,,
sicners eidered that the envelope be fail to deliver them. The only line
enterprise for Paducah. Mr. YoPP,
bow it came there, but suspicion
kept as (riveted.
that. ia open at. all is a leased .wire
AT LITTLE CYPRESS
during hie career as a grocerman repoints to the energetic: fnembers rf
tunning to Oyster Ray.
al.zed the opening for that sort of
the class, who have stolen a march
DIME sT1NDAIII) FROM
Both sides continue to claim everyblietnees. anti at. the_ Aral oPeo_rt_taaili
Dumped Out With Trash
on their fellow classmates and put
eTATE, SAVS DAVIDSON. thing in sight. The Western_ Union
embarked In it.
their emblem up high. How long it
--went so far as to declare the imident
District conference is being held
When State Bank Was
will remain there is a question, as alCity of Mexico, Aug. 17.—In a re- clesed and Superintendent • 'Brooks
at
Cypress
tomorrow
by
the
Little
Seek 'Help to Harvest Crops.
Casa Blanca, Morocco, Aug 1 7.-- ready members of the etas of '09 are
Rev. J. W. Blackard, presiding elder cent visit to this city, Attorney Gen- discontinued the company's publicity'
Moved.
St.. Paul, Minn,. Aug. 17. -The Ali ultimatum was sent to G-meral swearing vengeance, and promise to
of this district, and the fallowing left eral Davidson, of Texas, made some bureau.
sncompany
'reign
Great tiorthern Railway
the f
Drude, commanding
tear it from its lofty position, and revice president and genE. J.
this morning to attend: The Rev, P. very important statements with rematrices that the farmers along iis forces, by the itabalis tribe, demand- place it with one of their own. Prevgard to the Standard "Oil company, erai manager of the Postal, said bind
Rev.
T.
J.
Owen,
tha
the
Fields,
H.
lines are in urgent need of 10,690 ing immediate surrender of the town ious te this many times pennants of
Twenty dollars shy the officials of Rev. J. W. 131ackard and the Rev, and its dealings in Texas--- Ameng nets was- moving smoothly and tho
men to harvest the wheat crop In Failure to comply - will-result la
- it varions classes have been placed In
other things, he said: "Texas will company was well up with Its traffic.
the
State hank of Metropolis, were- George Lanthan. of Mayfield and
to
trilling
They
are
'North Dakota.
general attack by Arabs. Th, town tile cupola, hut never before during
drive the Standard Oil from The Vete
One thint was made plain. Unless
WoAlridge.
Thomas
pay good wages, averaging 4.1 a day. will be destroyed aid all Frengh put vacation. Doubtless ,a fight will be relieved when IS silVer &Miffs were
If every home within its hordeg has forced to do so the We-s-tern Union
To help secure these men 'the com- to-death. General Drude sent'no an- had,by the choosers In the spirit of carried to them by Mr. Canaday.
to burn candles for light. The Stand- will take none of its old-anelS-baek
pany will give low rates for parties swer to the altiniatum.
ard. as it. does business in the state,
class rivalry, to see which will suc- driver of the bus in that city, Cana- ST. MARY'S BUILDING
In spite orTis -claims it is evident
Of ten or none daily until August 2t
under the name of the Waters-Pierre that the Western Union --has by no
ceed.
friends
in
was
talking
with
some
day
lines
on
its
to practidally all points
ARREST AWAIT N aVY CHA P1.1IN
UP IN NINETY DAYS Oil company, is a violation of the means all the first-class operators it
Five boys of the class of '09 are re- front of the old home of the, bank
In North Dakota the heavy snovr asi
Texas anti-trust law, It is a monopoly ceuld use, yet Superintendent Brooks
gainthe
pennant.
After
sponsible
for
under the State hotel, whence the in.winter and the late Bummer have
and as such it Must go.
Scandalous
Conduct
eve turned down flatly the applications of
Alleged
lads
ing.sentrance
to
the
the
building
stitution moved to its new quarters.
combined to produce another bump- 1 Trial for
"The Texas laws are not too rigid. two union men who wrote to
Concluded at Norfolk, Va.
stepladder from the auditotook
a
hint asket. yield.
He wits idly whipping burned papers
Contractor Weikel, who has the and the anti-trust law is one which ing for reinstatement. Mr. Nally, of
rium and went to the cupola, and two
heap
in
trout
of
In
a
little
the
buildmany
bootte
of
building
Is
the
statute
on
neraschool
contriict
for
the
,Noefelk, Va., Aug. 17.—A capias for of the boys climbed the large posts
ing, where waste papers and scrap Site St. Mary's Academy will erect, states. In Texas we propose to en- the Postal, on the other hand, said
Lolls of Throne.
the arreeT.-of Chaplain Harry W. to the roof of the cupola. and standhis company had taken back ten of
Tangier, Aug. 17. , Loss ot his Jones- U. S. N., whose court-mart:al ing on the edge a rope, which was ta- were dumped out when the exodus has torn down the old building and force it. Texts has 'enough-441_1r
I men.
thyolle may be the price (he sulthifl trial upon charges of alleged scan- ken from the auditorium. was thrown took place, and bometlying bright will start his excavations for the new inside its own borders to supply every
eye.
caught
his
It
turned
out
to
be
state."
the
uprising
needed
In
building
la
to
be
oil
Lie
one
of
the
for
Monday.
The
bit.
of
pay
of +forme-, sill
dalous conduct, destructive of good aroand the base of the flag pole and
Will Not Strike,
thiditt"glo tit ilia etemtly :lee the at-' morals, was concelded lest night, was the two boys drew themselves over a silver dollar. Further search re- brick, two stories, tegh a large baseChicago,
11. Aug. 17
the conIt aa named by the oivil authorities here the conveteroof to the pole. As there vealed 19 more He took the money ment, and will cost --lipproximatey
teamt to 11;*v: out forelese.rs
ference held here last night between
PINKERTONS
to
and
since
$20
missthe
bank
were
completed
anii
HEAD
OF
be
$20,000.
It
will,
one
the fear of such an attempt, it is re- totlay. The court-martial was
upo,
sub alp to draw a flag
President S J. Small, of the Comported here, which has caused the at the raVy yard, and the veeNtet 'yr; member of the class climbed the pole ing,, the search was prosecuted until ready for use in about 90 days.
mercial Telegraphers' Union of Amer
ON
DIES
SHIPBOARD
the
dollar
Was
remaining
found.
The
pales* guards at Fez to be greatly not be made public for several days to the top, and nailed the flag securetea, Secretary-Russell. President Samstrengthened, and led to all cons ,I-1 Chspla.n Jones failed to appear in ly. Afterward putting thi
, flag at the officials said they were short that INDIANS THINK CENSUS
uel Gompers. of the American Federbut
they
had
no
means
reach,
of
far
ident
bond
give
to
GRAFTERS
military
here
under
court
ENUIIERATORS
to.o-c[lte
ates being placed
ation of Labor, and several other lacoins,
so
Indictrnsnt
Prying
the
they
sharedup
tetelosi. Several aspirants to Oe' his fotere trial upon the
New York, Aug. 17.—Robert A. bor leaders it was decided definitely
even with air. Canaday.
Muskogee. I. T., Aug. 17.---The Pinkerton, head of the Pinkerton de- that there
throne 'ire perfecting arraegernents rauaa realest him for sgving.a :heck PIKE ROAD TO BENTON
should be no strike of 47,eetitrned
protested.
are
experenumerators
if
the
was
prize
ote
cuvettd
which
special
census
the
seize
to
tective agency, died August 13 000 railroad telegraph operators of
continDeen
has
In
takIminal
trial
difficulty
r,
BE
Scandal
considerable
liself.
The
Td
FINISHED
len&
in
iencing
SOON
Auto Accident,
!act' sitar predente
aboard the steamer Bremen, while on the United States. These operators
New York, Aug. l7.-The scandal ing the. census in the full-blood dis- his way to Europe for his bean will be called upon
taied itnil! October.
shortly to conwhich for years has hung over the tricts in Indian Territory. Believing Florence Sullivan. of New Yore, was tribute a
John/don Vieltbr to Kentucky.'
strike fund of $0,000. Two
POUND
WAS
full-bloods
grafters.
the
LOVE
they
are
land
young
Vi'llrL
names
of
the
mill:onaire,
Paul
17.--GoverEvansville. Ind.. Aug.
with him.
of their general officers attended
.1(ised. McCormick, and his wife,
When two little gaps are
WORKING IN lAWISVILLE,
formerly decline to give any information and
ner John A. Johnson. of Minnesota.
the confesence.
graveled
Continuous
a
months
wiil
be
there
Several
•
the beautiful society matron, Crftrie withhold their names.
arrived at Marion. Ky., bust night.
ENGINE RUN'S.INTO Sri IT
Will Love, pri▪ ncipal witness for the pike road fro% Benton to Paducah. Converse, ended in death today when ago Francis E. Leupp, cpmmissioner
and will remain until Friday,. He is
SWITCH THIS MORNING•
Buying Party Goes Ea*.
else
former
well
known
...lie
.Little
a
to
letter
selling
wrote
a
finaday
H.
Indian
affairs,
J.
of
wasi
inthe
he
fatally
in
killed
and
state
tshe
was
niinetain
intereeted in a group of zinc
A buying party from Harbour's
county,
is
beware
or
No, 734, coming into the
(lampMarshall
Engine,
who
official
of
them
to
advising
and
county,
Boyle,
Indians
frightful
auto
Hugh
wreck
at
jured in a,
Several promi- against
r'refendcm county.
mu: working hard to get Ihe road finished Darien, fame Two,other women were people who were trying to beat them city this morning with a freight train departmerit store will leave Sunday
nent citizens and a band met Geyer- peered at the Moat inoppertut4
recognizance
to and he has solicited Padui.ah nitr- badly hurt Ip the tragic ending of the out of their lands. Leupp cautioned No. 152. ran into a obit switch at morning at 1 ar,m. for New York
under
station
although
at
6:30
the
ment,
at
Johnson
nor
.eassee
--pettee
ene-taeset.,4a
.gts
ate wielt Nutcases. The. Retell "rotatence.-"altitaing
Miles-41* boor them ao site all strangers .wide heath 4:34 o'clock. anti Jehe SOfward truck di:City, to be gone about two weeks,
werive.l'aesanee
he
-whom
Weldelelitet Illot,
Itiatt-311*.
boatsviile lrerchanta' anted-Mien went* in for Oltar`geother machind from New Hs- and not' tinder any etrcumetaneett of the tender were, off the track The party _wit! include
A Marini:. 't'he governor refused tq. wag eaptured Yegtertitty
B Harbonr, Witt Anna Weitimate
.;.IVSS expert
u'ho thrprujeet, and a considerable sum ven
Detective Wilt . 1111-ker.
SCam/ard. atollnk McCormick sign. theff names tti taper. The In- 1Considerable difficult.)
f.
te'a
. S.
the ladies' suit department.
',Mould have* arrived this morning of money .was Csubserihed.. Goad hurled his great car into the tear/ of dians now show this letter to the l enced in getting back on the rails head of
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MIS TIE SYSTEM PUBLIC TRAPPED
BY WALL STREET
OF MALARIA

SOSOSO

Malaria is an atmospheric pofson which we unconsciously breathe into
our system. The bhood in its coust ant passage through the lungs absorbs the
germs, and they destroy the rich, ted corpuscles of this vital fluid and reduce
it to such a weak, wettery condition that it is unable to properly nourish the
system, and disease gets a footecelel. Then the symptoms of Malaria, such
as pale, sallow complexions, weak ivitalitee, poor appetite, deranged digestion,
and perhaps chats and fever showithat the trouble is affecting every part of
the body. Malaria also affects the liver, producing a chronic state of biliousness, and often a long spell of fever follows when the blood becomes fully
contaminated with the poison. Chronic Sores and 'Ulcers, boils, aches and
pains, and skin affections of various kinds often result from this insidious
disease if the poisen is allowed to accumulate in the blood is sufficient quantities. Malaria lutist be removed hewn the system through the circulation,
and for this purpose nothing equals ti. S. S. This great remedy gore down
ht the blood and drives out all germs, microbes and poisons, and permanently cures Malaria, S. S. S. not ,ettly cleanses the blood of the cause, but
furnishes it vritlivtise healthful properties it needs, so that instead of a weak,
germ-infected stream, spreading disease throughout the system, it becomes
a rich, red fluid, nourishing the body-and enabling it to resist disease.
S. S. S. is also the greatest of all tonics, and builds up and invigorates the
entire system whilevridding the blood of the germs of Malaria. Persons who
are suffering from Malaria wall be pleased with the prompt and pleasant results produced by the use of S.. S. S., and can take it with ceialidenee-beteause
it is an absolutely safe medieine, being free from harmful minerals of any
kind. Book on the blood and any medical advice desired sent free to all
who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

To hen itig Diampnd,
Charles A. Keene, a• diamond
broker of this city, who arriveet from
,Ahnsterdam on the Cementite announced last night that hie had
brought over with hen "the Elinpress
Catherine's diamond brooch, which
at one time forme& part of the Bussian imperial jewels." The center
diamond, which is set In oval drape,
surrounded by ,smaller stones, is a
magnificent gem__ weighing 20%
carats and valved at $15,000. The
brooch, Mr. Keene says, is to be sold
in this city for the Russian MeruLion organization.
In showing the brooch to a reporter
last night, Mr. Keene said that h e had
brought it from the tmsterdit nsche
_ ...,,

bank, Amsterdam, where it. had been
stored by a HUI/Shin titled- lady, a
close friend of Count Tolstoi, who
had authorized Its sale for dee object
specified, He also said that the big
diamond was originally set in the
sword hilt of Ivan the Terrible.
Mr. Keene has papers from the
Russian Society iu New York author.
izing him to diepoee of the "Empress
Catherine brooch' Ifr the highest he
can obtain.—New York Times.
Barber—Shalt I take a little off
the ends of your hair ,;1r?
Customer—Yes, yes! I think 'you
better take it off the ends, unless you
can get it out of the middle.—Chi"ago Journal

NANC_E & SON
GUY,
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.
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ABRA1111 L. WEIL & CO.
Stcani Boiler,

Fire,
Lite,

Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.

Accident,

Health,
Liability.
A ubanobile.

Office Phones Q.11,336:o

,

.
ed 772266
Residence Phones f...41

The market this meriting rivaled
(he best day of the year. All the
eialis were crowded eith vegetables
Bankers l'se Copies of Presi- arid fruits,, and business was
On North Second street between Kendent's Speech.
tucky avenue and Washington street
.
5
the -street was a solid meet: of country wagons loaded with the luscious
Got Hold of .tdvsuicc l'aruphlets and melons, watermelons and cantaloupes
'ffiole in Lined)* for Three
and all of them sold out. The rains
l'oints.
of the past weeks have marred the
°utility of nearly all vegetables. Corn,
beans, tomatoes, sweet and Irish potatoes, peaches, grapes and apples
COTTON SCANDAL MYT IN /T. were plentiful.

4

New York, Aug. 17.—Armed with
advance copies of President Roosevelt's speech, some of the Intreariant
brokers yesterday vet a trap for the
public by deliberately opening down
the stock market down from 2 to 4
pokes, and then advancing it from 2
to 7 points.
The conspirators who had been
clever enough to get the presidential
words in advance followed their first
selling orders with heavy orders to
buy. They had scooped up thousands
of shares before the street rellized
that it had been led into an atubuph.
When the truth was realized an inveistigatlen showed that the newspapers had not yet received their copits of the speech.
It was discovered, however, that s
few persons were in possession of it.
Before the day closed half the street
knew that President Roosevelt would
make a conservative aderess next
week. It was a glorious victory for
the conspirators. It ought to be worth
at least a million dollars to the fortunate poleician who conveyed
it
to the powers in Wall street. If he
gets less time a million it will be
gross injustice.
Bad as Cotton Scandal.
But all Wall street rejoiced in the
fact that somebody had secured a
copy of the president's speech, and
on reading it had decided to see what
Preiedent Roosevelt wi:1 consider a
"square deal" for the ope that stole
hee.epeeta and_ sold It to Walestreet.
Of all the scandals that have comae
out or Oyster -efrayeetts-vras ttrer
eutrageous. It rails to mind the sale
of the -ePep reports and the spec it lation by high officials in Washington
in the cotton market. It reminds
Wall street that the governmenestopPed its investigation of the cotton
scandal as soon as it discovered what
it would bring out if it continued. It
is probable In the light of today's experience that a demand will be made
for' a renewal of the cotton investigation and complete exposure of the
government employes who have been
making fortune, In Wall street at
the expense of the public and through
the use of government information.

4.;atmpbtall Hulk:ling, 1-5atiuCesh, Ky.

AMP:BRAN SOLDIER
receded for 'Murder in ('bins—Body
of %learn Found.

=MM.
. .
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Garden Hose. Lawn Sprinklers/ Nozzles
All

Hose Repairs

Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot.______—___20C

ED. D. HANNAN
The Sanitary Plumber
1;12 S. Fourth St.

Both Phones 201
323 Kentucky Avenue.

/NORTH CAROLINA
SENDS LAWYERS TO
VI'TEND
souTIIIERN HAILWAI NIEET.

s

Paducah people demand the beet and we meet the
demands of.the best people.

The phenomenon of a shower of
fishes which recently caused "considerable speculation" in the Calthnees
district is of more common occurrence than is generally supposed.
It is undoubtedly due to some small
fry of fishes haviticebeen lifted from
the water and carried over dry land
by what is popularly known as a
waterspout, When two currents of
air traveling In opposite directions
meet the resulting atmospheric disturbance, If on a small scale, is called
a whirlwind and, iron a large scale,
a tornado, the destructive powers of
which are proverbial.
The Hon. Ralph Abercromby defines a whirlwind as "a mass of air
whose height is enormously greater
than its width, rotating rapidly round
a more or less vertical axis." The
mass might be, for instance, 201e feet
high and only ten feet in diameter.
This whirlwind column has a funnel
like center and may travel as fast as
thirty miles an hour in a particular

Is bike Trying to Get ktid of Dandruff
Without Herpicide.

First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed Perfectly
and without injury.
'Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
,
No other like On West Kentucky. Satisfy yourseLf by
sending us your laundry.
•
— -

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

sau'itoBi 'a
Draws Out the Poison and Inflammation

an electric current.
end they have never since controlled
Carets-1 esixerltuents have demon- the game.--Suecese.
strated that 746 watts per second are
NI:Kid—The trouble with women is .
equal to 550 foot-pounds per second,
or, to state the equation in its usual that they can't coecenerate their
form, 746 watts equal,1 horse-power. minds on end thing. •
The form in which electrical power
Todd—Can't they? You just look
It -generally sold Is coon:sited on the in some day on a woman bridge cloth
basis of kilowatt-hours. The prefl\

toloernor Patterient Declares He Will
Put Stop to lawlessness in
Tenneseee.

Nashville, Aug. 17.—Outrages by
so-called "night riders" in the dark
tobacco district appear to be increasing, and today Governor Patterson
offered a reward of $1,500 for the
arrest and conviction of any night
riders in the counties of Montgomery
and Robertson, and says that he will
stop these acts of lawlessness that
have caused tetror to the citizens of
that section. The governor has also
offered a reward of $2,500 for the
arrest and conviction of the person
or persons wile ctimmAted arson
when the storehouse of W. E. Wall,
of Montgomery county, was burned
last night.
LAW OF LOVE

AND LARCIIST.

Court Decides if Girl Uses Fiance's
Pockets as Safety Deposit.

The Offtt Carriage I
Service in Paducah
•

HARRY

I

Iowa Falls, Is. Aug. 17.—If a
girl has a right to go through her
sweetheart's pockets after marriage,
has a young man the right to appropriate his future wife's pocketbook
before the marriage? Judge W. P.
Helachee has decided against both
propositions.
Mtn Letta Sluter, a school teacher
at Ackley, and Joseph Stonebreaker
had been keeping company. Miss Sluter bAd sufficient confidence in her
companion to place her iioeliet book
in his pocket for safe keeping. The
pocketbook end money disappeared,
and she accused -him of stealing it.
Stouebreaker denied the charge, but
admitted that, the girl had turned'her
money over to him. He was arrested
and taken before Judge Helecher ofi
a charge of larceny.
The judge decided he couldn't hold
the young man for larceny, as they
were engaged to be married and his
permission to allow his sweetheart to use his pocket as a safety deposit
vault Would render void any judgment for conviction.
_

Johnson & Reynolds
118 Kentucky Atm.

•Nt

a, Jo comes from the e, k Chil-i,
atc:
What is
A kilowatt, ,written
oftliali Inventor one thousand
James Watt, te
and engineer, was the man to Whom also k, w., is therefore 10010 watts.
we owe the idea Of a horse-power, The kilowatt-hour is the performance
and when the electric unit involving of work at such rate that 1000 watts
the idea of work came to be formu- _per second shall be delivered continlated the name of Watt was chosen uously for one hour.
to indicate this unit, just as that of
S'olla has givem. us the tcrin volt and
Etiery Baseball Teame.
Faraday the farad.
Baseball teams existed as early as
Watt considered that takieg the 1545, but the first league was formed
average, a London dray horse was tr. 1867, when the National Associacapable of doing the work of lifting tion of Baseball Players was organ33,00) pounds through one foot of ized. This, as the title implies, wee
distance in one minute of time, lb organisation of players—in fact.
against gravity. The introduction of amateur playets. They did not rethis time limit, the minute, gave theInudn true amateurs for long, howunit of power or the rate of perform- ever, and in 1871 baseball was ',laved
Ing work. This or its equivalent has squarely on a -professional hasis,when
ever since been called a horse-power. there came into existence the NaThe electrical unit called the watt tional Association of Professional
is capable of being represented in Baseball Players. It, will be noted
terms of the horse-power, and in that that the players still governed the
form it ts perhaps more Intelligible sport, and they continued to do, go
to those who are familiar With me- until 1876. It was in this period
chanical rather than with electrical that there grew up the great aliases
expressions. The electrical watt is 'which menaced the very life of basethe product, of. volts multiplied by ball, namely, gambling and the buy11.71_
Winter tiftanttleethieUlft_Of lug 'rind -ZeiblrAltgn
electrical pressure and the ampere is the players were deposed from the

EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE

Go into the real estate busire
There's a let In it,

•

MOSQUITOES WILL NOT ANNOY YOU AT NIGHT
IF PARACAMPH IS APPLIED ON RETIRING
Always use PARACAMPH SOAP when bathing yoUr Skin `r

Did you ever see any one trying to
City of Mexico, Aug. 17.—A cabler
ram received here from San Shiva- wash themselves without. .soap
or says that Capt. John H. Poe, who 'eater?
If you did what would you say of
as at- ZeTereefisse well known as a
1 rinceton football -player and An nap- him?
It is every bit as Foolish to try to
t ills coach, and who recently has, been
1 ghting In the Honduran army, has get rid of dandruff and to prevent
1 eft Salvador on the steadier San Baldness by feeding the germs which
iian for San Francisco, where he catiev it, with Canthrarides, Vaseline
• ourposes
to recruit a "foreign legion" Glycerine and similar . substances
1
1 o take part in the expected war be- whiehi form the principal ingredients
ween the ('entral American stateciof most so-called Hair Growers.
'ne held the rank of captain with thel Kee hro's lierplcine Is successful
ondarans. He was in the artillery because it attacks and kills the paretitic germ which feeds on the hair
'ranch.
roots,
ft is the original and only genuine
Long Ride Due to Errant Wife,
Bucyrus, 0., Aug. 17.—James'M. scalp germicide manufactured. •
Sold by leading dfuggists. Two
Ivens has ridden 11,701a Niles on his
icycle with no other pacemaith than sizes, 50c. and $1.00. Send 10c, in
desire to see his wife punished for stamps for sample to The Herpicide Chicago & North Western fly. to the
Oren-North Woods.
egamy. Mrs. Givens applied for a ,Co., Detroit, Mich. W. B. MePherSpecial low rates are in effect daily
ivorce and thought she would get It, s1 '1 Ste ial A veto
rutin all points via The North-Westhe anticipated favorable action and
ern tine to the fishing and hunting,
1 arried Joseph Wine. Tire divorce
grounds of ffiertliern Wisconsin and
.as net granted, and after living tothe upper peutueula of Michigan int ether for two years Witte was filcluding Gogebie Lake, Cisoo Lake,
t leted. Mrs. Givens, fearing a simiEagle River, Wsodruff, Manitowish
ar fate, left for parts unknown, Mr.
(
Ilivens Is not satisfied that she should
Mercer, Hayward. Gordon, Radleson
and to various Lake Superior poaits
grape and has ridden on his bicycle
Including Duluth, Superior, Ashilad,
11 the way from Seattle to 'Bucyrus
If you need a cook, a house girl
flayfield Isle Royale, Marquette and
t o locate his errant spotlit. and 1111.11
or house boy call old phone
Saulte Ste Marie. Booklets containing
t er over to the authorities for pun599-r. We have a good list of
detailed maps, lists of Weis and
..hment.
e house servants always. Wp can
camp and ether valuable information
also furnish colored laborers
on application, N. M. Breeze, Gen"Maybe that boy of yours will be
eial Agent, 436 Walnut street, Cinanions some 'day," said the friend.
to cvntractors.
cinnati, Ohio.
I shouldn't be surprised," answered
'armer Corataesel, "he does like to
eir ritrioue clothe" and !lay things
e Last year 31 large steel vessels
were built tot POrYiAP 'nn the Great
bat emuniit • m OrP An tptislir Imager.
Lakes,
ible."—Weshingtoa Siar,'
Old hone 54fk
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TELEPHONE
CO.
EAST TENNESSEE
,...,......ed.,
,1
We Use the King of All
Bosom loner s.-.'-Why?

CUrps

BIG REWARDS

, A Man is Known
. Tele= ,
. by the
,
phone He Keeps
4
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State Demand. That Compauy Mimuci and ail eiede et dete ib al t
sery° New Freight and PIEM. '
sucked'up into the column and carStliger Bates.
ried along. If the path of the axis
of the disturbance crosaes the sea or
a river, the surface water is whirled
New York, Aug. 17.—With an Im- up into the funnel and mingles with
posing array of legal talent on hand the whirling column of descending
to' look after its interests the state vapor. This is the effect known as a
of North Cerolina took up in this waterspout.
When the rotatory motion ceasee
city its fight to make the. Southern
railway obey the new rates on freight the 'accumulated moisture deseeuds
and passengers decreed by the legis- lu u cloudburst or as very heavy
rain. The small surface living fry of
lature.
The first of a series of hearings fish in the sea usually herring, or
was held lit the office of the railway even comparatively heavy fish from
company, at 80 Broadway, before•ex- shaliew inland waters are freetiently
Judge W. A. Montgomery, as mas- thus carried.over dry land and aster undsr appointment of United tonish the pedestrian by descendling
States Circuit Judge Pritchard.
on his umbrella.
14 these hearings a record will be
Many eases are reportiel from
made on which Judge Pritchard will abroad and they are co:ninon in India.
decide whether he will Issue a per- In this country the species of fish
manent injunction restraining the that thus' fall are usually indigenous
appropriate officers of the state of to the neighborhood, which shows
North Carolina from enforcing the that
their
involuntary
journeit
law as confiscatory, and for that point through the air is never very far and
the matter will be ready for the It is probable that those that fell in
United States supreme court on ao- Caithness apparently near the coast
after alt betting '1117 ItirfWe
-Admits-Diseriminatien.
same phenomenon has been seen in
Tt.day'siating brmiglit out grest
S
deal of testimony aboet the comparative rates -on local and through bustDees within the state of Norte Carolina, and on iaterstate business originating in North Carolina for points
outside.and originating outside for
poiuts within the state.
FOR ARREST AND CONVICTION
OF NIGHT RIDERS.
Common.
Flab
Showers of

i

RECILTITED IN AMERICA.

FPNO
ititV 44.504
.
-"40
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New York, Aug. 16.---Dispatches
'torn Chaim, China, report the arrest
here of WH. Adsett, of the United
tates marines guarding the legation
t Pekin. He is suspected of robeng and killing a woman, whose body
as found in a box on the British
, learner at Hong Kong. Adsett was
u rested only after he made violent
evistance and he later broke out of
local jail and escaped, Several
1 housand dollars and some valuables
1 elleved to belong to the murdered
roman were taken from Adsett's be- Course.
The phenomenon is usually visible
ongings, and are now in the care of
in the sky as a descending column.
he authorities.
This is owing to the compression of a
,!Maria Makes Pale sickly Children. cloud within the circuit of the whirl. he Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE- wind air. Should the disturbance
-MS CHILL TONIC driven outma- reach the surface of the ground, dust,
aria and builds up the system. For
2
row n people and children, 50c.
WAtikildiG WIT/KNOT WATER
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You efeen have a kick remittal.
1111111•11111111111111111111111111.0101111111.11111. "en you are asked to foot a bill:

You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give pronit personal attention at all times.

ANDERSON, PH ONE 915
An.

..YOU ARE LUCKY"
If sondon't have a rainy day. sickness, trouble—
you can't tell just what will happen.
If you haven't any money what are you going to

...

t
You won't piss a little out of each week'' earnings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Open an sccount with us and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
cent. on deposits.
-

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
tit Broadway
.

.

Wallace Park Casino
TONIGHT
AND BALANCE OF WEEK
Grand Musical Engagement by the South's Most
Famous Vocalist

Mrs.John A.Cathey
Dramatit.; Soprano.

Assisted by

Miss Shellye Burrows
Miss Nelle Burrows
Vlolinitst

Plariiitet told Irtlrtvarisortator

CHANGE OF PROGRAM NIGHTLY

e

the Suilth apartments en South Fifth
etreets,

loo"'"041111-""iiiiMS

SThe Week In Society.
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frier Visitors,
Mr. and Mr. Frank Seneers, of
the Maytielderoad, entertained Sunday evening in honor of Mrs. John
Edwards. of Dallas, Texas. R.?freslonentsawere seryed the guests
In the evening. Ina the party were:
Mr, and Mrs. Rudo;01 Streit, Mr. and
Mr. N. Maseerang ,and
daughters,
Sudle, Emma band Mary Maeserang,
Will and Joseph Sanders.
Woodville Wedding,
Miss Ituth Green and Mr. Riley
Kuykendall, of Woodville, eloped to
Metrope:ia last Sunday and were quiet ly
married by 'Squire leggett.
Both are epopuiar young people of
Woadville and come from proininent
families. The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and, Mrs. Louis Green, and Mr.
Kuykendall es the son of Mr. Baxter
Kuykendell. Mr. and Mrs. Kuykendell are making their home in Woodville.

Dr.T.Felix Gouraud's Riverside Hospital Eulogized in
Guaranteed Cure
Humorous'Way by Alloreman for coastipidion
ORIENTAL
•
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A ROOM NAAKING" ALE
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under

Bargains. to Clear Decks for Incoming Autumn doods
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OR the next two weeks Mr.-and Mrs. Harbour will-be searching New York City far the-finishing touches_ of
this store's great fall stocks. Selling orders for these two weeks are to give bargains,,here, there and all over
the big store to clear shelves, counters and tables for incoming autumn goods. The prices all lean your-way now.
We are convereing summer merchandise into cash. You gain in every sense. We invite you to investigate,
but don't delay as many lots are small.

F

•

SHOWINel NEW FACIE-FALL
STVLE sharrs AT
$5.00 TO $15.00 EA(H.
Showing Women's new fall 'style
Tailored Suits at $16.91,1 to $36seacit
Closing out broken lots of wanted
'Mynah Skirts to make hroom at cost
prieses as follows:
One reek $4.00 Skirts at $2.75.
One rack $5.04) io $5.5'0 Sktrts at
One rack $6.00 to $7.0.0 Skirts at
$4.90.
A ROOM MAKING WAIST SALE.
hot 75.a White Waists, while they
.
last. 49e.
• Lot $1.25 to $1.60 White Wallas
'Nieto the‘y last at 95e each.

Lot $2.04) White Waists gt $1.50.
Lot $3.25 and $3.543 White China
Silk Waists at $2.75.•
New BlahrSateen Petticoats at $1
and 015-9 each.
New Heatherbloem Petticoats at
$1.50, $2.00, $2.25 and $2.75.
New Bleck and Colored Silk Petticoats at $5.50 and $6.00.
All remaining Wash Skirts and
Wash Suits at special clear out prices.
SHOWING NEW DRESS GOODS
, AS FOLLOWS:
. At 24c, 34r, 49e, 74c, 6Jc and 99e
this week clearing out broken assortment of Dress Geode at 12c, 23c,
e5e., 50c, 58cs 65c and 79e, muesli ot
It. worth a third more to double.

Closing out short lengths of Drees
floods seitable for Shires land echool
Uresees away under regular prices.
STILL SHOWING SILKS AT BAR• GAIN PRICES.
•
1.25 yard -wide Taffetas ni Meek,
navy, niter- and garnet at 96e a yard. _
China Silks all at bargain prices.
HOSIKIIV AND UNDERWEAR
BMIGAINS.
ith
Assorted styles on displhy
bargain prices attached. Come Ind
look them over.
Sc Lawns while they last 3 lee
Sc andiliC Delmer% and Lawns at
Sc.
15e Wash Stuffs at 74c,
'Worrien's long White Silk Glove. •

at half prices 51e and 75e a pair
verth $1.4141 and $1.50.
Women's Long BlackeLiele Gloves
sat t5c and 60c. i
ettestilg tort all Leather Purses for
worhen at bargein prices.
bac*
Wofsen's side and
Combs at cut prices.
Selling a big bunch of Belts at
half price.
Showing Laces, Embroideries and
Lace All-Over at bargalu
Showing Muslin
Underwear at
erfees below the cost of the materials
in the garments when based on present mites. .
Ariel Men, bargain Inducements
here, there,`eyerywhere.

Harbour's Department Store ,

,
leseL-•

t

50c Under Shirts and Drawers 19c
Nimbler-lean at rat prices.
Sample .Fur Hats at bargain °rites
Men's 54ihe Megligee Shirts at n,r.
Men% '65c N'egligee Shirts at 46c
ldeti's *1.00- Stegligee Shirts at glic.
Men's Stilts sacrificed; $1.50, .15,
$6,25, $S.50, VW,.$12.50 and ‘1.5
worth up ko 120.51e1
Metes new Fall Suits are pouring
in. They are being priced at prices
to make It to every inau's interest to
buy here.
The greatest sale of Children's
Misses', Women's, Men's and Boys'
Shoes and Oxfords on reeord.
Clerteleg out of Oxfords and SlipOrs at the lowest prices in Paducah.

Misses' and Children's White Oxfords, all sizes, at 50e a pair.
Misses' anti Children's Kid ()creels,
all nieces. at :lee a pair.
Others at 75e, $1.00 and $1
pair worth 51.50.
Worsen's White Canvas Oxfords at
7ec. 11.00, $1.25 and some at $1 fse
reduced from $2.50.
Woren's Kid and Patent Oxfords
reduced to 75e. $1.041, $1.15, $ 1
$ 1 50, $1.75, :$2, $250 and $e,
reduced from $3.54) and. $1.0.0,
Men's Kid and Patent Oxfords rt.
dotted to $1.50, $2e30, $2.25. $_
$3.90, $3.15, $3.50 and $2.75, whir are $5.00 Values,

North Third'Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY
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22
national results a year hence. ecannton knowledge that man is fat
7
3999
3923 to the business. If he is not guilty, he on the
23
lible every one can readily see hoe
9
3994
3930 has been the victim of
24
grave injusinconeistency can but result in col.
DIVISION „OF GOVERNMENT.
3990
10
3919 tice, even in the assessment of et,
25
11
3878
3930 small a fine as $30.
The daclaietion of Acting Secre- fusion, or Babylon instead of a
26
3935
12
3938
27
tary of Agriculture W. M. Hays, that knowledge oa the truth.
13
3905
29
3918
The infidel too Is Inconsisteut anti
e co-operalion of state and local
The Louisville Hertad observes,
15
3911
laws is needed 01 the inspection of quite unreasonable. The Infidel is an
3899 that howevermuch' the Barth
30
aa16
3900
3833 ministration was Interested in the meat products, indicates that, while unbeliever of the religion of the B;
31
the
purchase of horses, Mayor Bingham there are broad questions or national late dohbtIng that the Bible is
Total
101,923 Is now in the saddle. They might be importance growing out of our com- thought of God. There is a true,
satisfying way of overcoming he
July average
3,920 able to and Colonel Wattersou's
dark plete Interstate dealings, with which
Personally appeared before me, hoise in the municipal
not. deal effectively, there doubts, a sober consideration
states
)
can
stables.
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
are also matters with which the na- which will reveal his sincerity. W
0
general manager of The Sun, who
tional laws are failing to cope. Great out a question be knows that ;RARE RICHARD MANSFIELD.
anrms that the above statement of
pacieng houses doing an interstate fruit tree is not a work of man. 1-k
Should Richard. Manalleld never rethe circulation of The Sun for the turn to the stage the public
business may be regulated by govern- sees in it a wisdom, power and bean
would
ty that Is not of man. Its fruit I.
month of Ju'y, 1907, is true to the lose an artist.
whose place In the mental supervision, but the local abtaste, ane
beet of his knowledge and belief.
drama could not be filled by anyone, atroire and the small concerns, do- pleasing to the eye anti
mied, all of we.,
PETER PURYEAR,
now known to fame. Mr. Mansfield ing a strictly state business, are be- food to body and
Notary Public.
peeving.the creator ofettte. tree as .a'
was gifted with no physical charms, neeth the -pet-lee of the nati°14- "
It
▪
My commission expires January but possesses defects that would they may continue selling products being of pure love, goodness and wia-;
born" peepla,thaaeleaate -the dent, ea_leseeeart that tho hontallta cbiij,q1d the_nolleeman a'
-ef--iceeer-a
and
beings besides the lived. He escorted her home
crime until he was caught in the act
order of mediocrity. These seemed sanitary laws of the nation. Thus we the -tree are for
started
her
father,
a
well
known
New
is
creator
creator.
The
its
of
Jersey
nature
Aspiemblyn .at Resents. Re- of comaiiitiast one.
to make him work the harder, de- see our dual form of government is
, Deily Thought.
merchant, who thought his daughtei
mark About Conviv I Habits.
not n the Least threatened b • as- unselfish.
Police investigation and his own
"The true man fears the power of mended extraordinary attention to
was
safe
In
bed.
Compare the foregoing, facts ot
Those matters
confession established the fact that
detail, to the accessorial part of the tional .nterferetee
sin more than its punishment."
The girl said she had no recollecBible account
New York, Aug. 17.—Assembly- he is guilty on the entire 56 count*.
production, to the subtleties of the that affect the whop nation are very our outer senses, to the
properly controare by the nations; of tae creation of vegetation, Gen. 1: tion of her night rides. She had been man-Edward H. Wright, Jr., has be-I Taken by counts, the pengity
man
of
commanding
physique,
art.
A
would
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
legislation, and those matters
af- 11, 12, 29, 30, and reflect upon the flitting about the streets on here gun a suit against United States have been forty-four years in the penFor Governor—Augustus E. Will- voice and presence could never reach fecting each (oemmunitv separately, harmony of both. Also consider that wheel and in her night dress asleep. Senator Janice
Smith, Jr., to recover itentiary, but there is a provisieu in
the position attained by- Mr. Mansson, of Lorisvilie.
properly conic under local control. in the creation of vegetation before
punitive damages in the sum of the laws here
physical
for
charms
his
field;
would
limiting sentence for
For Lieutenant Governor--W. H.
FOUR INJURED; ONE DEAD
I $100.009 for alleged slander. Both
movigg creature
outweigh in the public estimation his This is a aeration sense view o$ the the creatioa of the
math crimes to thirty years.
Ooz. of Mason county.
movthe
for
provision
that
shown
live in Newark.
question, but the constitution hes I.
General—James graces of intellect and accomplish- been very ably construed. Courts ing creatures oagratification and sus- As Itesult of Wreck of Paesengew
Attorney
For
It is charged 'that the remarks upment, and box office considerations
Paper Mill Merger Assistred.
Breathitt, of Christian county.
Train on Burlington.
that manifest jest that love,
on which the proceeding., are taken I
would dictate a policy of keeping to since the days of Marshal! and Story tenance
Appleton,
Wis.. Aug. 17.—Theabig
For Auditor—Frank P. James. of
that Is
Wisdom
and
goodness
rights
ot
the
due
-regard
had
to
were
have
made
by the former senator at
the front those attributes that the
Mercer county.
Kansas City, Mo , Aug. 17.—At a public reception held by Governor'paper mill merger is all hut completto the
fitting
way
every
public like and is willing to pay to states, and generally limit them- In
create Weston, Mo., near here early today E. C. Stokes of New Jersey on the ed and at a meeting to be held here
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin FarTo
of the Bible.
selves to- the application of the legal God
enjoy.
creature, or any other one person was killed and four others porch of the governor's cottage in Be. today it is probable that the deal will
ley, of McCracken county.
moving
the
questions
the
involved
in
controversy
While Mansfield has conscientiousFor Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
constitution" is creature without providing for Its seriously injured in the wreck of Bar- Girt, on August 2 last. According to be closed. It. is stated here that a
ly produced something new and at bar. "Back to the
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
continuance would depict a Huston passenger train No. 20, south the declaration the conversation was Lumber of conferences between Paper
characteristic every year of his star- an empty cry, because for more than happy
For Superintendent of Public Inan opposite nature, unsat- bound.
between Governor Stokes and Sena- mill men were held here late last
ring career, he might have played an a century we have been going back creator of
creature. Consider also
structleer—J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
the
Dead:
to
isfying
getting
Louis
our
constitution
N
and
to
the
.Williams,
for
Smith in the presence of others. night, and that John G. Haurahan
travelannual round of Beau Brummel, Pacounty.
ing salesman, Kansas City.
Specific words on which the salt and a number of eastern money men
ris:on Romance, King Richard III. national head bumped 'against it•ev- Acts 14:17.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
This Lo evident harmony between
Injured:
Engineer Marshall. leg ter slander is based are quoted in the wil be here to close the deal. The
and Prince Karl. No other player on ery time we have contravened Its proInterpret- the works and word of God Is a key and ankle broken: William Lewis. declaration as follows: "tt kept new organization may be capitalized
C. Rankin. of Henry county.
the stage today has created charac- visions. There is only eine
inestimable worth for overcoming n.ail clerk, severe body bruises:, Mrs. Charlie Bell, the wine agent, busy It $30.090a)00.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals-ters that live as these do in the pub- er of the constitution, and that Is the of
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
of the Bible.
rutted
unbelief
the
States:
court
of
S. F. Chilfett, Halleck, S D., ankle keeping Wright supplied with wine
supreme
lic estimation.
For Legislature-George 0. Mc, 14. C. BALSBAUGH.
broken; M. Supnik, Chicago, side and women."
NO EARLY DE3.711410\ IN
The stage can ill afford to lose so and the election of a president and
to
Broom.
- e
bruised_
great an artist. so extravagant a pro- congress on a platform of "Bach
MAGILL CASE,SAYS JUDGE,
James P. Smith ducer. His idlosyncracies are his own, the constitution" would scarcely af- STORM TRAPS MOUNTAIN PARTY
Mayor
The entire train with the exception
Loin Angeles Honors Birthday.
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin and nobody's business, except, per- fect the conditions, ugless the presio!" the diner was derailed, and the
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 17 --The
Decatur. III., Aug
"l7.—Judge
City Treasurer
John J. Dorian haps, his press agent's, but the artist dent and congress sbonal undertake Special Cog Train Iteecuee Tourists track was torn up for a distance of
anniversary of the founding of the Cochran, who presided at the prelimCity, Clerk
George Lebnhard belongs to us. May the vain,. artifi- to interpret the constitution for them250 feet.
Caught in Bliasard.
city by Spanish padres 126 years ago inary hearing of the Magills in ClinCity Jailer
George Andrecht cial strutting, self-sacrificing, ridicu- selves.
was celebrated today under the au- ton, was here Thursday. He has reCity Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
lous, lovable Beau come back to us.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 17—
BABE IN SHOCK OF OATS.
spices of the Society Darrena de Los ceived affidavits and counter affidavAldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R. Mansfield has more temperament in
A party of 41 tourists stopping at
Angeles. Gen. Jose Aguilar, who its on the motion for a change of
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Hank, G. M. Oetaschlaeger, Jr., C.
his little finger, than the rest of them Every done makes you feelbetter. Las- Pot Maniton who left the Jones and M- Farmhand Finds
commanded the Spanish forces at venue, but has rendered no decision,
Delirious
Mother
H. Chamban, W. T. Miller.
can aggregate in their whole beings. keeps your whole insides right Said on the ennen statiep on burros.. for the top
Pueblo and surrendered to Freemont, and says that he will not do so until
Wandering Near Decatur, Ill.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al B.
money-haek plea everywuere. Frtee be cents. of Pike's peak at 5 o'clock yesterday
was in charge of the exercises. To- after he has studied the affidavits
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Meafternoon were caught in a blinding
Decatur, Ill., Aug. 17.—Fred Hene! night a celebration, reviving all the and given them careful consideration.
We have schools of oratory, theoter: Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
- Any woman who knows anything blizzard at Mandy point, on the trail son, a farmhand
s
working a short dis- tad Spanish custom, of the city will
Ellett ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May- logical seminarles and chairs of philosophy. Why can't we eetataiiii about men nevere asks one tf her hat up the peak, and it was necessary to tance north of Marna, Wednesday be held
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
Alabama Is Enjoined,
cei- eraight.
send up a special cog road train at 7 afternoon found an infant in a
School Trustees— First ward, W. U. schools for congregations, where we
shock
Montgomery, Ala.; Aug. I7.—The
o'clock this morning to return the of oats. The child was taken to a 1.11) OF IN YEARS HAS
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills; may be taught the art of Introspecattorneys for the Louisville & Nagethei•s1iireillisewatellalleweg
gewseawa
members
from
the
summit.
The
train
farmhouse. The young mother was
Itlis:CORD OF 32 BURGIARIES. villa Railroad company have bad
Third ward, H. S. Wells and tion? It Would add 99 per cent to
brought down 3.6 of the party, the found wandering about the fields
In
.1. H. Garrison; 'Fourth
ward, value of ethical lectures. A veva
served upon the solicitors and sherother five having recuperated suffi- a deill'ous condition.
Marida, Yucatan, Mex., Aug. 17.— iffs in every county in Alabama noDr. C. Ca Warner and C. ft, Kel- talks to us about the Pharisee
ciently to make their way down on
Galan° Alonso, a Spaniard, only 18 tice that, by order of the United
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; our mental eoncept is an ancient Jew I 0
burros. None of the party was seriyears old, was sentenced today by the States court at Montgomery, they are
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed standing in a public place with arms *
Harvester Suit Ready.
ous'y
injured.
outspread, garbed in his gabardine.
Morris.
,
Washington, Aug. 17 --Stilt Is to third criminal judge to thirty years' restrained from prosecuting or makThe blizzard raged for 45 mina-flee,
We listen to lectures on social unrest,
be instituted -by the government imprisonment on the atiarge at cone ing arrests of any one who, in the
and when it ceased the side of the
itiel instantly our thoughts revert to
egainst the International Hareester milting thirty-two burglaries and employ of the railroad company, fails
mountain and trail were covered with
About the onarTnessages tne tete- thie,e wonderful people, - who work
company for alleged violation of the twenty-fonr minor offenses, includ- to observe the acts of the Alabama
mum. The women of the party-had
_graph officials seem to-be able to get with their two hands and their heads,
Sherman anti-trust act, .The papers ing picking-pockets and petit larceny liTeslatitre, whl.h fixes rates on 1111
become
thoroughly chilled, and many
over, the wires, are interviews with diatuss socialism and sometimes go
the proposed action are being Alonso Is said to have received his commodities of freight and the pale
of them had to be lifted into the sadthemselves, declaring that they are on strikes. We grope through life,
drawn at the department of justice instructions IneMadrid. He has been !tenger fares at 2% cents a mile.
dles of the burros and strapped and
-having no difficulty in their offices, searching for a pearl of great price,
here only a short time, but his actied on to prevena them from falling and the indications are that the comwhile deep hidden under the conet all.
pany will be haled into rourt in the tivity was so great and so skillful
rile Ran ergot ride. for requite.
off.
scionaness of ever-so-man, there neeo
Finally about midnight, five hours, Immediate future. It is likely the
eternal
ties
truth.
the
But
few
ever
"Love latighla at locksmiths"; but
after the blizzard struck Windy pointa oceedings will be begun in Chicago.
contempt of court is another matter. find it, because few ever look for
the
party reached the Summit house,'The evidence that the company bas
it there. 0, we human oysters!
eo
more dead than alive. They found the violated the anti-trust law is asserted
A Kansas lawyer sent a check for
to be conclusive.
doors of the place locked.
costs to the supreme court clerk and
JOSEPH JOACHIM.
,The party was compelled to seek
said that since four judges were
Joseph Joachim, the great violinist
shelter during the night on different
SOUND L4)(11C.
against him and three for him, elee who died this
week at Berlin; came
August and September are two
sides of the building.
concluded two pairs beat three of a of German
ancestry, and was born in
When daylight came the men months when one has to be very carekind. Some times in a jury case, too, 1831 at Kittsee,
in Hungary. At 8
found tools with whiCh they forced ful about every condition that makes
a lawyer draws injudiciously.
years "the genius boy", as one of the
an entrance to the Summit house and fpr good, or bad health. The system
Budapest criticii called hams made his
telephoned the cog road depot aa Is usually beginning to feel the strain
L
THE CASE OF THF:0 PETERS.
debut. In 1839 he went to Vienna,
of the hot summer months and the
Manitou.
If Theobuld Peters—
different organs need but very litt;e
, restaurant where he became a pupil of „Joseph
to throw them into complete disorkeeper at 1040 Broielway, is guilty Boehm. At 12 Joseph Joachim was
RIDES WHEEL LIKE GOld V 4
of keeping a "blind tiger,'" he got a full fret/Aged artist. He was taken to
AND AWAKES WITH RCMP, der and result in probably a fatal ill
ness.
off more lightly, than if he had been Iseipslc, and Mende:m(0bn was so engranted a license. Had this not been chanted that he offered to superinGood health is assured however if
Fort Dodge, Ia., Aug. 17,—The
refused by the general pouncil on tend the child's further education.
ghostlike apparition of a girl astride you heed nature's gentle warnings,
complaint a year ago, he would have He became a second father to the
a bicycle flitting about the streets af- and are in any measure discreet.
paid into the city $225 by this time, boy, and early in 1844 sent him to
The usual summer disorders—milter midnight Will not startle residents
One-third off on all sum'
while the actual cost has been $33. London with a letter of tntroduction
in the east end any longer. Fair weeks iaria, general worn-out, and runThat's cheap enough. The licensee to Moschetesa His London debut was •
mer suite, with no exceppedestrians abroad late at nigat have down, condltions,billousness, stomach
were refused at Eleventh street and made in the Drury 'sane theater the
and bowel disorders of all kinds,
been scared. ,
One-third
on
tion,.
off
Broadway because High' school girls same year. Prom 11868 Joachim made
Clad in a flowing. white garment, chronic or acute headaches yield
children's suits. Oneare compelled to pass that point, and his borne in Berlin, where he founded
with hair streaming behind her and readily, and very quickly, to the Osfourth off on children's •-the gas lamps revealing bare feet teopathic treatment_ ead have no
it was complained that loafers con- the famous quartet bearing his
gregated there. -Peters was fined $50 name.
and ankles, the ghost rider had ex- attending 111 effects. Usually you are
wash suits. One-fourth
in each of two cases in the police
cited a good deal Of interest as well as ill from the customary medical
off
on
odd
trousers.
One of the neatest. special editions
court and was granted an appeal.
an fright. Several attampta made to 'prescriptions as from the illness, but,
Two days afterward, the order was ever published in Paducah is that Qt
follow the rider had failed because in Osteopathy you experience none of
changed, amending the judgment to the Journal of Labor, which made'
this. Tot me tell you at any time of
the bieycle always disappeared.
disnilseal in one case and $30 fine In its appearance today. • It -.CelltAlnll
Tonight's policeman, attracted by the greaLeuccessi I am having with
isI
numerous cula of berapati, Mannthe other,
1,1, 1 crash and a scream', reit round a th treatment in Padunah. I shall reTo maks. this artiondment it was fiat-luring
enterprises,
prominent,
OADWAV:(orner and .solvad the tflyslera. He fer you to people yau Wee, well for
41
necessary to ttirii back to the place men of Paducah, and views of thel
found a young and pretty girl clad in tbe .evlitenee, and who will tell you
BON'S
on the 'docket sod casual teepee-don city. The edition is railed the "Labor
a thin nightdress which had suffered just what It has done for4 Useni.
I Imporp.rrited.
DR. G. G. FROAGE,
of the docket from day to day, as It Temple Edition," and part of thp
rimumweriimipoivuualmos 4 severely when the wheel she was ridadvanced, would not disclbse this proceeds will go toward a fund for
lag struck a brick. Theritif was des- 516 Broadway, Upstairs. PholtS7101.
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Send a Copy of

THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50

are making a special mailing
WE rate
of $2.50, payable in ad-

vance, for The Daily Sun, which affords you an bpportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
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Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
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HAT do you
think of this
sale— One-Third Off
• on all two piece and
three piece suits? _
Just notice you r
friends who have
.taken advantage of
I the sale and see the
good bargains they
got, or, what is* bet:ome and let us
ter,,
show the good ones
we still have for you.
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Notice to Customers
All buzz fans to be rewound
for the new current should be
at Our office, 406 Broadway,
before September 1,- A charge
of $4 each will be made for all
fans sent in tb be rewound
after that date.

Th Paducah Light & Power -Co,
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IN THE COURTS

Mr, Thomas Lydoni will leave Sun-el
day for Chicago and other cities in'
the east on a business trip.
"
id******41.
Master Terrell. Wyatt, of laolsom-10%1ribi
dale, is-visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harve
Supper at nark.
iii I "tot it, Ctlart
Complimentary to their guests Bradley, 236 Clements street,
Drunk -B. teller, $1.
Mrs. Sallie M. Gardner has re- ,Flourishisg pistol--W. S. Park,
Misses Lena and Easie Douthit, of
Mayfield, the Misses Beyer entertain- turned from a sojourn at Cerulean August 19.
,
.
.
1
ed with a picnic supper at Wallace Springs, and is spending severe':
Breach of peace--Rose- Thomas,
park. After supper the party enjoy- week with her son, Mr. Armour dismissed; R. V. Scruggs, $21); Clara
ed boat riding and attended .the 'con- Gardner, of Fountain avenue.
Whittis, $20; John
Way nick, $10;
Mr. W. H. Cain has returned to Arthur Norvell, dismissed.
vert at Casino. In the party were:
visiting
Dardwell
after
Messrs.
Rob-)
Misses Lena and Estee Douthit, Car- Cruelty to annualie--ira Anderson
rie, Lorena and tellian Beyer, Ethel inson and Andy Cain.•
CleSes Edward, $10.
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Verb; and litand Flora Seamen, and Clara Therpe,
Dieorderly-Will Scott and Toni
of Maytield, and Messrs. John Dono- tie daughter will return tonight front Martini, $10; Sam Orr, Site
If you are going away or for any cause need a
van, Robert Fitzpatrick, James Shel- Petoskey and Bay View, Mich.
MeChester
Grand larceny-Lin
Mr.
. Jack O'Connor left last - nigh! sent to Metropolis.
ton, J. Maze and Monte Atkins.
new suit, let us show you our latest arrivals.
for Stidelia, Mo., where he has acPetit larceny-Fred Watkins, held
cepted a Posltiod•
under bond of $100.
Wet-I-melon Supper.
New Meas A
Mr. Henry A. Petter rearmed ye'sObtaining money false pretense
Complimentary to Misses Mettle
16ag.1,
'Combs, Neckwear
terday front Dixon Springs. III.
Will Harris, August 19.
Schupp and Nettle Hemmeier, of LouMr. A. J. Decker and Miss Helen
isville, Mrs. James T. Leake, of Sohth
Aeiser txcluaire 6141e5.
Decker returned today from St..
.
Citeuit Court.
eixth street, edtertained last night
II. E. Hall St company, commiasion
veth, a watermelon supper. After Lottis.
Prod. Harry Gilbert. of Dallas Merchante, entered butt in circuit
i he supper the guests had a seed sewTex.,
webt to Paris, Tenn., this morn tourt against the Paducah Ice cone
it.g contest and the guests sewing the
business trip. lie will patty' for $339.att damages, alleging
largest number of seeds on a thread trig on a short
Paducah three weeks before re- that the ice eompopy permitted a
were given prizes. The ones win- be in
to Dallas.
eatimoollor
lot of cabbage in cold storage to
ning were: First prize, Mrs. Harry turning
Mr. 'I'. M. Baughan left last night spoil. The plaintiffs aver that they
Fieher; second prize, Mrs. Peter PurJamestown exposition and paid $25 the month for cold storage
year, and third prize, eirs. Henry for the
cities in theeeastefor a visit.
privileges, the contract being Gee
delightful
evening
was
Hounneler.
A
Jr
Miss Sallie Forest, of North Eighth the plant should be kept at a low
i•opo
anemdmemmesalensepwagp.
Tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock at spent by the following guests: Messtreet, will leave tonight for Mew- temperature.
League park one ej the best ball dames and Messrs. Harry L. Fisher,
phis to visit friends.
Suit for $5,00to damages againstPeter
Puryear,
Charles
Fisher
and
J.
games
of
the
season
will
be played by
a---For Dr. Pendley ring 416,
Miss Mettle Baughan has retuthed the N.. C. & St. L. Railroad continue
Dumant,
and
Mesdames
Henry
Hern-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464; the "Coleys" and the "Pearls." The
to Richmond, Va., after a visit to efts filed in circuit court by
Mrs
"Pearls" have won two out of three melee J. Will Fisher, and Misses Netoffice 175. ,
friends iii the city.
Scheder,
ni
who saes* she
--Dr. °Ebert, osteopath. 40O'4 games from the "Centrals" and are tle Heinmeler. Mettle Schupp, Flora
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. lease leave to- l'*'arneY
was struck by au engine and permanplaying the "Culleys" to decide the Pettit, Sadie Paxton, Lula Fisher,
Broadway. Phone 196.
morrow for Dawson Springs fur a ently injured.- Engineer George Wie- City subscribers to the Daily championship of Padutrah. Both are Gertrude Fisher and Mr. Jamie Pax- week's
stay.
sen is made defendant.
Sun who wish the delivery of their strong amateur teams, and a hare ton.
Mrs. NV. B. Nettie and children, ot
Snit 'for $318.36 was entered in
;144Jerii attuipeil must notify our _ CUL flght will be _Offered by both teem
Eddy veld., are vied-tine Mr. and - Mrs. the circuit court by the Bartendcid
lectors or make the requests direct The "Culleys" have not been defeatFor Viellor.
J. E. liaker, on West Jefferson street. Union against the United States Fito The Sun Witte.. No attention wili ed on home grounds this season and
In honor or her guest. Miss Vietoria
Mrs. Florence Garrett. of WeatherDe paid to such orders when given all art strong players, while the Bondurant. of Hickman. Miss Rundle ford, Texas, is the guest of her niece, delity and Guaranty company, whirl,
was on the bond of W. Sherman Meta
"Pearls" are in fine trim and promeree Young entertained with a upper at
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Mrs. Sallie Thompson, of 621 North treasurer of the local, who left sudVoris will resume his prac- their backers to mow down every- Wallace. park lest night. After supSixth street.
deniy with OW amount unaccounted
tice Monday moretpg at his • usual thing in their path. The "Culieya'' per was served the guests found
Mrs. John W. Counts and son have
for. A former suit made by the Amer
are open for genies with any team in amusement In many games, and spent
hours.
returned front Mayfield, wrier° they
year old class. Batteries for
lean Federation of Labor party
• --Lee MOChester, colored, charged the 20
a delightful evening before returning have been visiting.
the teams will be: elaearis", Dunbar
substituted for the original.
Incorporated.
with stealing a bicycle from I( Fidell
•
to the eity
In the party were:
Judge D
D. (I• Park has returned
,tea'•, Baroett and
and Harbour;
of Metropolis, was arrestt•ti here and
Misses Marlon 'Williamson, Roselle front West. Point and Louisville,
4111111.1•11311,
turned over to the Illinois offieers in B:nek
'
Young, Victoria , Bondurant, Carrie where he has been attending the takpolice coutt.
layton. Isabelle GriMth, Ethel Smith, ing of depositions.
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Paid in Full 3 Days After Death.

FARM
LN
An Undivid
ed
--

All Industrial Policies Fully Paid lip at the Age of 75

Commonwealth
life Ills. CO. LisYy,

SITUATH) within
a mile and a
half of Trenton, Ky.,
a town of 2,000 people, having good
schools, churches,
----phofte-eoftitectiortithfoughout the
county and a lit h
surrounding territory
owned by well-to-do
farmers', this farm
commends itself to
anyone seeking good
farm lands in a highclasslinction of beautiful
country with social
advantages. Tract
millraces 306 acres of
good land, all of
which is in a high..
state of cultivation,
witn the exception- cm
50 acres of timber.
One the place there is
one residence of
seven rooms, one
large stock barn sufscent to accommodate 'twenty head of
stock, bebides spa,_
cious- hay loft and
corn cribs, three
large tobacco barns,
threeltood tenant
houses, fine -well and
cistern, large or-chard, vineyard,
plenty of stock water,
etc. The price will
be named upon application at this office.
Now is the time to
see.what the land will
produce. Telephone
127 or call at office.
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Estate Must Be
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Announcement
It is with pleasure that
we announce to our
patrons that

For the

LATEST AND BEST BOOKS

r. James Gruenebaum

AND THE NEWEST SHEET MUSIC

who was 'connected
with this establishment f o r seventeen
years, ha s again returned to our employ.

D. E. WILSON

E have-Just received a large assortment
of new music and it contains thc
coming Hits for the falNo
easn.
Our assortment of Popular Fon
Fiction is the
lark and
. best .in the city.

5..

Mfr. Grnenebaum will be pleased /o
see hit oldfriends ()run in the Clothing- Department. :
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